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STU~ENT NEWSPAPER o.F THE NATIONAl. LAW CENTER
.THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

November 23, 1976

Georgetown Settles' Suit
by Andrew Lapayowker
insurance company, says the
In an earlier interview, ·AssocA "reverse" racial discrimina- settlement was "monetary," but iate Dean Edward A. Potts
tion suit against Georgetown neither he. nor Flanagan will pointed out one factor that he
University Law Center has been disclose the exact amount. Flan- says distinguishes Georgetown.
settled out of court and a agan's original complaint asked from GW. He notes that before
preliminary
ruling
against for $3,700 damages, but a later 1954, GW had a stated policy of
Georgetown will not be appeal- motion for summary judgment discrimination against black'
ed.
indicated that he was only students, thus GW's aid proThe settlement became effec- seeking $1,500.
gram helps to overcome past
tive on November 12 when both
Miles says several factors discrimination. Professor Roger
parties in the suit filed a motion influenced the decision to settle S. Kuhn in a letter published in
to dismiss the case with preju- . the case rather than appeal The Advocate also explained
dice.
Judge Gasch's ruling. He noted that. when the minority aid
J. Michael Flanagan brought· that the costs of further Iitigathe suit in federal court in tion would have exceeded the'
(see 9EORGETOWN, p. 8) .
September 1975 charging that requested damages, and that
he was denied a large amount of Georgetown has abandoned the
financial aid because' George- 60% aid policy. Georgetown's
town discriminated against non- admissions Director David W.
minority students.
Wilmot says financial aid at the
.In July of this year, Judge Law Center is now dispensed
A woman who is assaulted on Counsel were reluctant to get .receivecalls, They are simply not
Oliver Gasch ruled-that George- "solely on need."
the street receives moreprotecinvolved, while the feminists equipped to handle the emotiontown's aid formula, giving 60%.
At GW's National taw ·Cen: tion from our legal system than a attorneys encouraged prompt al ramifications; they are not
of 'available financial aid to ter, between 60 and 65 per cent woman who is assaulted in her
police and judicial action to social workers. .'Women and
their attorneys deplore the lack
minority students (11% ' of the of the financial aid is reserved own home. The incidents of wife . protect lives.
student body), violated §601 of for minority students. Associate abuse and domestic violence are
The police are also concerned of police responsiveness and
actual insensitivity to the needs
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 Dean W. Wallace Kirkpatrick, widespread but largely ignored.
about protecting lives-their
..
U.S.c. §20ood. Gasch left the says that GW has not changed In an attempt to grapple with own. Over 200/0 of all officer of the wife.
Unvelievably, the attitude that
question of damages fora later its aid policy, but refused to this complex and highly emo- deaths by violence grow out of
domestic quarrels; it is the most an abused women deserves it
. hearing. His opinion is reported comment further. However, one tional problem, the Women's
dangerous call. The police. feel stilI exists in all strata of society,
a t 417 F . Supp. 377 (D .D ..C source familiar with financial Legal Defense Fund Task Force
frustrated .when charges .are
1976)
aid at OW says there are no on Abused Women .and the
(see WOMEN, p, 8)
d.ropped but they continue to
Attorney John S. Miles, repre- plans to change the present National League of Cities/Ll.S,
. senting Georgetown and their policy. .
Conference of Mayors sponsored
the Washington Area Conference on Battered Women on
November 6 and 7. Battered
women, social workers, and even
At a recent press conference package for FY 1978. Twelve of local news cameras attended.
City Council Member Polly Budget Committee of the Coun..in the District Building, the the respondents supported excil. Shackleton expressed the
The issues addressed ranged Schakleton told representatives
National Law Center's Rape, tension of the rape education as widely as the audience and of the D.C. Rape Crisis Center
opinion that Mayor Washington
Law Reform Project publicized program to· the elementary participants. The topics of dis- they could "rest assured" that
would not exercise his line item
the results of a survey of City schools, in light of D.C. Police cussion included current laws funds for the Center 'would veto power to cut the funds
. Council candidates' views on Department estimates that over and enforcement, violence and continue in fiscal 1978. Shackleduring the final stages of the.
issues relating to rape. The D.C. YJ of rapes involve child victims. the family, support services and ton's remarks were offered
budget process.
Rape Crisis Center co-sponTen candidates advocated es- shelters and economic indepen- during an October 29 press
sored the conference, which was tablishment of city-supported dence. In recognition of' the conference sponsored by the'
Council Members Dave Clark
designed to focus voters' atten- regional treatment centers for vastness of the problem .and National Law Center's Rape
and Jerry Moore were also
tion on the 'candidates' positions rape victims. At present, the city possible solutions and the lack Law Reform Project ann the
present at the press conference
regarding rape .law reform and supports only the facilities at
and
added their support for
ef basic experience and direc- Rape Crisi~ Center.
.
continued funding of the Rape D.C. General in the. Southeast.
continued
funding of the Rape
Mayor Washington's FY 1978
Crisis Center. (See companion At all other hospitals, rape tion, the Conference emphasized
Crisis
Center.
All three Council
story.)
victims are charged $60-100 for, the preliminary nature of its budget request had. originally members praised the Center's
legal findings and solutions. cut the Center's $29,000, follow"
The sixteen official candidates emergency treatment.
staff and volunteers for their
were sent questionnaires and exOn.law reform, 14 candidates Input was always encouraged ing the recommendation of the . work in counseling, training,
and
suggestions
from
those
who
Department
of
Resources
planatory materials. Most were agreed that proof of a victim's
and community education. In
able to arrange interviews with resistance should not be re- have been successful were wel- (DHR). DHR sources could give the area of victim assistance, for
members of the Rape Law quired for a rape conviction. Ten come. Many people were there to no specific reason for the cut,
instance, the Center handled 539
Reform Project to discuss the of.12 thought a: victim's sexual find out how they could help; and it is speculated that a calls last' year, providing initial
what
type
of
help
would
be
most
general
"budget
trimming"
atissues and their responses to the - reputation should never be'
and follow-up counseling, as
survey. Project members encour- admitted to court on the issue of effective, and finally, where to titude occasioned the recom- 'well as aid in dealing with
seek that help. The Conference . mendation.
aged personal interviews in consent.
medical and legal personnel.
serve.d
as ~ good startin~ point.
Shackleton was adamant,
order to maximize the survey's.
Eight of nine ,-candidates
a~d analysts an~ a however, in her support of the
educational impact on the cand- favored defining varying legal for diSCUSSIOn
Fifteen of sixteen candidates
idates.
degrees of sexual assault, with successful clear.lOghouse for 10- Rape Crisis Center. She said the for City Council favored continSubcommittee
on ued funding for the Rape Crisis
There was unanimous support commensurate penalties: At pre- volve~ ~nd interested area council's
Health, Welfare and ...·Aging, Center,.according to a poll taken
among those responding for a sent, D.C. lawallows up to life organizations,
continuation of funds for the imprisonment for rape, regardThe law enforcement panel which she chairs, immediately by members of the NLC's Rape
Rape Crisis Center, which had less of the type or amount of provided the greatest ideological reinserted the Center's funding
Law Reform Project. This was
been threatened with a cut-off force involved, or the injury to conflict. The law enforcement lin the city budget. This move 100 per cent endorsement from
by the Mayor's r~cent budget the victim.
representatives and Corporation ...was later endorsed by the entire those responding.

Problems

R-CC Funding. Cont'd

of. B~ttered .-Women

.Conference on
Rape.
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Letters·to the . Ed itor

-"

MEMO
Dear Fellow Members of the
Legal Fraternity:
As a now retired barrister I
'submit quotations about Ame~i.
can legal procedures as noted 10
my new country,
Honduras.
Translated To Wit:

IT
I
II

Editorial
The notion that the most successful students in law school.
naturally make the besflawyers is palpably without substance and
, has been decried by a legion of practitioners, The simple truth is, all
law school provides is an analytical framework, The multifarious
problems a lawyer faces, however, require 'application of legalese to
real-Jifesituations
and conventional law school courses offer no
guidance on this score.
'
Those of us who will be trial lawyers have been cheated by this law
school. We pay thousands of dollars in tuition and yet many of our
professors have never even conducted a trial. Professor D.C. Green
, asks why we stick law school out if it's so bad. Quite simply, if you
want to be a lawyer, in 46 states you have to have a degree from law
school first. The few courses concentrating on trial law are either
limited enrollment (Criminal Practice Seminar-limit: 15 students) or
so unrealistic as to be worthless.
The first year oflaw school should provide us with the basic legal
research, writing, and analytical skills basic to our profession, The
second' and third years should offer students the opportunity to
develop those skills relevant to the student's particular field of
interest, Both introductory and advanced courses should be offered
in trial techniques. This approach in curriculum already exists in
corporate, tax, property, environmental, administrative, and labor
law. Why not in trial law?
It is unfair to force time and money out of us future trial lawyers
for the education of the paper lawyers who will likely be the highest
post-graduate wage-earners anyway, We are forced through three
years of largely irrelevant courses with the consequence' that, upon
graduation, ,we have to start learning how to be a lawyer.
We therefore encourage the development and expansion of both
clinical and substantive courses in trial law.

Editors
Jeff Gorsky, Catherine Tinker, Sebastian Graber
Business Manager
Don Lebowitz
Contributors
Andy Lapayowker, Holly Harris, Robin Herman, Chas, Cadwell,
Annie Shiner, Andrew Lopez, Bobby Yadley, Brad Stetler,
Mary Hogan, Robinwyn Lewis, Paul Restuccia, T.A, Coons

man. In Judge Levi's court, it 'is
not whether
guilty, 'but

one is innocent o~
whether one ~an

survive his "short-arm examma:
tion." TlEMPO, SP, (7-3- 76).

..

,

,"

.

, July 4, 1976 for the BIcentennial, the EI Faro Portera
(Puerto Cortez) did a survey of
the deciSions of the U.S. Su"Judge Charles F. Galbreath
preme Court. The decisions w,ere
of the Tennessee Court of
divided
into two categones:
Criminal
Appeals,
noted for
'those favoring
communistic
performing marriages in esta~philosophy and those favoring
lishments of ill-repute and sobnon-communistic
philosophy.
citing ads for pornographic
3,000 Honduranian
university
magazine, (Hustler) today (7-1·
students
said that the U.S.
76) offered his services to same
Supreme Court Favored Composing on fly-leaf, unclothed,
munistic Philosophy 600/0; 35%
with tongue, jock and testes
said the reverse; 5% were 'un-.
exposed,"
'decided.
"
' '

EL CRISOL,Tela,Horiduras
'Survey 0/1,000 law students,
"U,S. ~ttorney General.EdTegucigalpa" Honduras, July'
war~' Levi, ~ho appeared. m a August 1976, ToWit: ,
previous article about hiS at,
','.
tempt to bribe an official at his
95% (girls) 75% (boys) said
bar examination, is expected to ' th~y w~uld NOT, attend a U~S.
be sued by a group of American
umversl!y (law~ch~ol)
beca~se
Christians and Muslims for dis- of the immorality m Amenca
crimination. During his term although the,cQu~ses ~ere exc~lMr. Levihas never prosecuted a lent. 95% said WO?t immorality
Jewish cause or a circumcised was sexual perversion and sexual

permissiveness; 'co-habitation in
dormitories;
lewd and immoral
movies everywhere; drugs, etc
850/0 said Americans had no reai
.religion or even professed one.
, Few knew any prayers or medi.
tation; 1-10 know 10 Command.
ments, (Jews, Prot. or Cath.)
55% said American schools and
universities
had deteriorated
scholastically
because of the
accent on '~nti"'discrimination
social experience,
self-realiza:,
tion, etc." rather than studies'
and work.
45% said they would NOT
marry an American because of
the likelihood bf divorce, separ,
ation, infidelity or having to
work and take care of house.
35% said, America was "on the
skids"
like Carthage,
Rome,
Greece and Great Britain be.
cause of immorality,
lack of
discipline"
comfortable
living
and degeneration of legal. medi.
cal. theological.
educational
and military arts.
Fellow Barristers;
ANDWEEPI

-Michael

READ

IT

Barbien

Women. in Legal History:
Myra Bradwell
"The civil law, as well as
nature herself. has always
recognized a. wide differ-,
ence in the respective
spheres and destinies
of
men and women. Man is; or
should be, woman's protector and defender. The natural and proper timidity
and delicacy which belongs
to the female sex evidentIyunfits it for many of the
occupations of civil life ...
The paramount destiny and
mission of woman (sic) are
to fill the noble and benign
offices of wife and mother,
This is the law of the
Creator."

Mr. Justice Bradley wrote
these thoughts in 1873 in a
concurring opinion in the Supreme Court case of Bradwell v.
Illinois, reflecting the prevailing
prejudices against women who
asserted their rights to freely
chose an occupation,
In that
case, the court rejected
an
appeal by Myra Bradwell to be
admitted, to the practice of law
in Illinois. The Illinois Supreme
Court, giving reasons similar to
those ,of Justice Bradley, had
refused togrant Myra Bradwell
her license to practice -law in
1869 despite the fact that she
had passed the necessary examination. This action was later corre cted by the passage of an IIIinois law' giving all 'persons, regardless 'of sex, the' freedom, to'

engage in any chosen occupation, and in 1890, the Illinois
Supreme Court acted on her
original motion and admitted
her to practice law; two years
later, the U.S. Supreme Court
followed suit.
The struggle and ultimate
'success of this remarkable
woman laid the foundation for the
entrance of women into the legal
profession,
and served as 'an
example both then and now for
women seeking entrance
into
formerly male domains. Her life
story and varied accomplishments are no less notable then
her ultimate admission to the
bar.
She was born in 1831 in Man:'
chester, Vermont and was raised
and educated in Wisconsin and
Illinois. After her marriage at
age 21 to James Bolesworth
Bradwell of P I tir
III' .
she and her hu ba a dne,
t
htmots,d
'
,fls an. hi aug . an
conducted
ounshermghusband
pnvate
school. In a1855,
was admitted to the Illinois bar
and thereafter, Myra Bradweli
read the law under her husband's
tutelage,
until
1869,
when she took and passed the
Illinois examination
but was
refused her license to practice.
During this time, she gave birth
t~ four children, two of whom (a
I
db)
grr an
a oy survived childhood
d
t
an,
become
I
th wen I onto
'
awyers nemse ves.
'He'r ~'" 'I' d '.'
" ,
,
"
lorma a mission to the'

practice ~naw was only one of
several accomplishments
in her
public career. On October 3,
1868 she published the first issue
of' her weekly legal newspaper
called the Chicago Legal News
for which she was in charge of
content.
makeup,
production,
financial operation and editorial
writing. The paper was a huge
success, containing
not only
legal news and editorial comments, but also articles about
other timely subjects such as
prison
reform 'and women's
rights. The Bradwells simultaneously chartered
a printing,
.binding and publishing
com.
, pany. Again entering an all male
preserve, Myra Bradwell secured
a special state charter making
her the president of both enterprises, during a time in history
when women were forbidden
under law to hold such positions,
In furtherance

of her primary

interest in removal, of women's
legal disabilities,

she and her

husband
lobbied through the
Illinois legislature several laws
' greatly improving the status of
women, enabling married women to retain their own earnings, giving women the right, to
'hold school offices, and making
women eligible for the office of
notary public,
, '
,
In both her personal life style
'
'a,nd her, 'accomplishments, Myra
Bradwell was, truly a great
feminist.'
'
"

Blind Student Awarded
"

-

. Kathy Peery, a' thrid year
night law student, who is also
blind, recently was one of ten
people in the country to benamed
outstanding
handicapped federal employee for

birth., After graduating from
High School she had to learn to
adapt to her new condition. She
spent that summer training at
the Cliicago Lighthouse for the
blind.
1976.
After high school she was told
Kathy worksfulltime
as ~ to take a year off to learn to
Congressional Affairs Specialist ,adapt. Instead, she enrolled .the
for the Federal Energy Adminis- following fall in a few courses at
tration. She was nominated for Goucher College.'
the award by the people in her
Initially, one of her biggest
office, and she was - both sur- . problems at Goucher was learnprised and flattered by their , ing to study by listening to tapes
recognition of her work.
instead of reading. "When I
-The award itself, however; she started out at Goucher I was
characterized as existing mainly unable to study unless I pretendfor public relations. "Its like ed to read the book. 1 would
getting an award for being visualize the page as I listened."
Kathy also had .to learn.
handicapped."
The. worth of the award was Braille. Braille is an alphabet in
also somewhat dimmed when- which each letter is represented
Kathy learned that Betty Ford by a combination of up to six
was unable to present it this raised dots set in two vertical
year. Instead, the award was rows, with' up to three dots in
presented by Richard Roude- - each row. It took her a long time
bush, of the Veterans Adminis- to master Braille. "It's only been
since I've got to law school that
tration.
The award did include an I've gotten good enough to write
extensive personal tour of the substantial notes in Braille."
Kathy has had two seeing eye
White House, where Kathy was
allowed to" touch everything, dogs, Golden Retrievers, since
including antique China and she's been in law school. Her
Crystal. "I left my fingerprints first dog, Zorine, faithfully slept
through some of Prof. Pock's
all over the place."
More impressive was an a- best contract lectures. Unfortuward Kathy once got from nately Zorine turned out to be
former FEA head John Sawhill uncontrolably epilectic, and had
., .
for outstanding achievement in - to be given away.
Claudette, ]Cathy's new dog, is
her work in helping to set up
FEA regional offices and ar- more restrained than Zorrine,
ranging .the links between the though more friendly and open'
-. regional' and Central offices. than she was initially. Both dogs
That award brought Kathy a reflect some of Kathy's warmth
and open friendliness. '
salary increase.
Being blind, Kathy has disKathy did not become blind
until her senior year in High covered that many people sound
School, although she had been quite different from the way they
having eye trouble almost since look: For example, some, G.W.

professors who sound young and,
handsome, are described to
Kathy as looking old, sickly, and
frail.
With a belated Carter joke,
Kathy used the difference between the way people sound and
.the way they look to make being
blind seem almost an advantage:
"In my mind I have lusted after
many. men, even though I can't
see them," shesaid, "I have a
vivid imagination."
Kathy hasto arrange to get all
the books and materials she
needs for .elass taped. She
advertised for paid readers
earlier this year. Anyone interested in taking on the obligation of taping, for payor as a
volunteer, can getin touch with
either Kathy or the Advocate.

Carter's Foreign Policy

We're #1 in Maryland, D.C., and
Virginia-and vvithgood reason:
.SRI prepares more successful bar applicants for
each exam in those jurisdictions ,than all Other
.bar reviews combined. .
·Those applicants chose BRI becaUse BRI's .
materials-both Multistateand local law outlines- are unsurpassed in quality'and'~
!

.

are.bar

.BRI's faculty ~mbers
review experts~alists
on past exams, the best combination .
of national and local expertise.

Courses for February exa~s
begin January 3~
1909 K Street,N'w. - 833-3080

Washington, D.C.20006

past eight years at best have tively, it will confirm theinflubeen "benignly
neglected." ence of America corporate hegMany see the U.S. as an abettor emony. As a closet optimist, I at
of racism there. In any case, the -Ieast can see the possibility that Kissinger scheme has perpetu- international norms and instituated Western colonialism in its tions will allow Carter to pursue
consistent opposition to majority the morally correct role in
self-determination.
southern Africa. It's true that
Witness Kissinger's desire to international law is practically
play the Vietnam blues again as nonfunctional in crucial arenas
bastion of the counter-revolu- such -as. disarmament, law of
tionary world in Angola.· His war, and economic welfare. The
recurrent meetings with South case of .South Africa, however,
African Prime Minister Vorster may be the exception. Ethical
and his disregard of the U.N. norms are the United Nations
arms embargo against South guide in its attempt to assist
Africa have psychologically and Blacks in South Africa to regain
militarily bolstered' the apar- their country. A coherent plan of
theid regime. He has under- diplomatic, economic, military
mined U.S. econ'omic sanctions and cultural isolation of the
against Rhodesia by ignoring aparthied regime has been
Mobil Oil Corporation's flagrant adopted, by a great majority of '
violations of U.N. resolutions the world community. Yet the
and U.S. sanction regulations in United States and a few key
its role as the major supplier of Western allies have effectively
- oil to Rhodesia. The list goes on. thwarted this scheme.
My friends tell me that a vote
Carter, as the new executor of
for Carter really mattered. lour
foreign policy, has the ripe
hope they are right. Carter opportunity to actualize his
urideniably has the opportunity
human rights rhetoric., He can
to reverse our moral backslide. I refuse to grant recognition to
fear potentiality and reality will .South Africa's client state the
not mesh, There remains the Transkei. He can work with the
suspicion that U.S. foriegn U.N. majority to see that South
policy vis-a-vis southern Africa Africa is.expelled from the U.N.
is guided by institutions and not next session. An active program
by persons. Consider the follow- of discouragement of U.S. in. ing facts about U.S. relatios with vestment in South - Africa
South Africa: South Africa is the through elimination of tax -inlargest U.S. trading partner in centives and strengthening of
Africa; South Africa is the corporate regulatory organs can
provides as average rate. of be implemented. Existing U.N .
return on U.S. investment 50% arms embargoes against South
to ,75% higher than on . U.S. Africa may be enforced so that
investment in the rest of the U.S. military hardware will no
world. It is the leading foreign longer be used for internal
supplier to the U.S. of uranium,
repression. The U.S. can live up
chromium, antimony, fibred as- . to the lI.N. Charter and the will
bestos, gold and, diamonds. .of the overwhelming majority of
Corporate interests in preserving states by actively implementingprofitable status quo relationa proposed scheme of selective
ships may possibly be. the economic sanctions designed to
controlling factor.
force out the South African
The redirection of U.S, for- ruling elite.
eign policy in southern Africa, or ....~arter' s·ple~ge of U.S. interri~the lack of it, will be a good test tional morahty was strong. It s
of Carter's pledge of an ethical now Carte.r's ball. Ma.ybe.we'll
; U.S. role in the worldcAlterna~eally see If the game isrigged.

Jimmy Carter seemed to make
. a point during the .campaign
that he wanted to reconstruct
U.S. foreign policy with a
principled; moral theme. His
castigation of Kissingerian foreign policy in southern Africa, in
particular, as devoid of ethical
guidelines was on mark. Human
rights in southern Africa-in the
past eight years at best have
been "benignly
neglected:'
Jimmy Carter seemed to make .
a point during the campaign
that he' wanted to reconstruct
U.S. foreign policy with aprincipled, moral theme. His
castigation of Kissingerian foreign policy in southern Africa, in
particular.' as devoid of ethical
guidelines was on mark. 'Human
rights in southern Africa in the
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Clinics ..Offer Varied
.
ExperIences

. by Catherine Tinker .
Community Legal Clinic offers much more than an alternative to lecture courses; it's an
opportunity to use the law
constructively and develop a
perspective on the real world
that is unavailable in any
classroom. It's a way to stay
involvedin areas we cared about
before starting law school, while
expanding our-skills in that area

,

students with supervised litigation in the Civil (Iandlord-!e~ant
and small claims) and Criminal
(misdemeanor) Divisions of the
D.C. Courts. Clients ~~ C?urtappointed and supervision IS by
five full-time attorneys. Studen~s
are selected in the sprin~ ?f t~elr
second. year and receive elgh~
credits (C/NC) for two semesters
work.
LEGAL AID (346)
.
The Legal Aid Bureau I~ a
student-run umbrella orgaDl~ation composed of CommuDl~y
Legal Services (CLS), the Imm~gration Clinic, and the Women s
Legal Clinic (WLC). CLS and

We know our business
and the law student
market.

Mon'- Fri.

se,

NW

(third floor)
(202) 293-5353

.DON'T PANIC!
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED

o

COIF SERIES
GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES
··CASENOTES
SMITH'S REVIEW
NUTSHELLS
HORNBOOKS

DISCOUNT PRICES AND
.COMPLETE SELECTION
AT •••
WASHINGTON
LAw, BOQKCO.
. 1917 Eye 51., N.W.
.

--

.

, (see CLINICS" P' 5)

.by Roblnwyn D. Lewis . . beneficial 'effects for students
At a time when the legal Job entering the job market. At a
market is so tight, many law time· when great numbers of
students ask themselves whether students are interviewing for
participation in clinical ta~ jobs, any experience which
programs is worth it. Their makes one student stand out
rationale is as follows: if I take from the others is helpful.
part in-a clinical program, I will Students who have had clinical
be, taking time from my class-experience
enter the interview
room courses, my grades will room with something to talk
suffer, and my chances in the job about.
market will be diminished.
Perhaps themost useful jobOther students see clinical in- oriented skill which is developed
volvement as premature-they
in clinical programs is the ability
will '.have plen-ty of time to to deal with people. At the
practice law after they graduate. Community Legal Clinic, I have
As a supervising attorney in watched students who work with
the Community Legal Clinic, I clients develop self-confidence
note these arguments with con- and an assurance in relating- to
cern .and would like to pose different kinds of people which
several arguments for the other, readily translates to other situaside.
tions. As any placement counselBut first,'·a caveat: it is true lor will tell you, a person who
that clinical programs are time- feels at ease in a job interview
consuming. As ·the caliber of and can express him or herself
these programs at George Wash- comfortably, stands a better
ington .has .steadily improved, chance of obtaining the job.
the demand for excellence and
In my opinion, no work
commttment from student parti- experience had during law
cipantshas
increased.' Some school can be considered premastudents may not be able to work ture. As students learn all to
in such programs and maintain quickly, law is not a uniform
their grade averages.
profession. The choices are
However, in many respects, multitudinous-both,
in subthe. impact of th~ cli~~cal stance and practice: Courses
programs on grades IS positive. help students discover what
In a number 'of these programs, substantive areas they prefer.
~tu?~nts receive ~ great deal of ' Clinical programs help stude?ts
mdlvldualattentlon
from the determine what types of practIce
supervisory staff. Much of the they prefer .
focus of this attention is on
The student who' has had
imp~ovem~nt of analysis and some' practical legal experience
writing sk~lls. Most students, as before graduation has a much
a result, Willdo better 10 courses clearer idea of what he or she
where su~~ skills are all import- would like to do after graduaant. Additionally, many stud~nts tion . .It may be that a student
. find that ~andhng actual chent prefers writing and research to
problems m such areas as trusts courtroom practice. Better to
and estates, an~ contracts helps find that out during law school,
them to .orgamze and ~Inde.r-' than two years into the first
stand their coursematenals
in job-e-especlally when that first
thes~ ~eas.'
.
job experience often dictates a
Ch~~cal eXp'~r~~n~:,~~s oth,er,. future career .
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. Immigration Clinic handle civil
and basic immigration problems
of indigent D.C. residents and
WLC is now campaigning to
change the D.C. rape law. The
Legal Aid Bureau also grants
credit for most clinical legal
experiences arranged by the
individual student.'
LEGAL ACTIVISM (396)
Studies concern principles
and techniques of legal activism,
maximum effectiveness of public
interest actions, how these actions differ from conventional
legal practice. To learn these

.Legal Clinics:
Why· Bother?

For a professional
resume in a proffessional job market.
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CLC:, .Clinical Experience
With Elderly' and, Deaf

Learning and
Working

•

In

CLC

by Libby. Kiefer
right direction. They will, occafrom CLINics, p, 4
topics to the hearing-impaired.
CLINICAL
,STUDIES
IN
Although' going to law school sionally let you' fall on your face
techniques effectively, and to
PROBLEMS
OF
TEIEURBAN
LAW (579)
in Washington will not give you but, that, for me, was an
test and develop their proficien- ' CONSUMER (459)
The Community Legal Clinic
the inside track on a clerkship at important pint of learning; to
cy in their use, students will
The 'Consumer
Protection
offer's second year students an
the Supreme Court, .the city take something other than acaform clinical project groups and . Center ,offers .clinical .experi- , opportunity to handle clients at
offers its students real life legal demic responsibility
for my
initiate or participate in a legal
ences through 'several projects.
two storefronts or through visitaexperience
unavailable
elsework.
or law-related activity directed
HELP
and Contact
4 are tion. Students write wills and
where.
against a public interest problem
consumer
problem-resolution
may represent clients at admini. My first client was a retired
The Community Legal Clinic,
of their own choosing.
clinics, with' primary emphasis
strative hearings. Third years
government
worker who had'
directed by an innovative and
on client contacts, interviewing
students litigate.
NATIONAL
CENTER
FOR
inherited
some land in the
energetic man, Eric Sirulnik,
and mediation techniques.
Operation PEP is a storefront
LAW AND THE DEAF (398)
District from a relative who had
has capitalized on the opportunThe WTTG Project involves
clinic which addresses the probWork with the National Cenreceived it from President linextensive research and reporting
lems of the elderly, and the· ities available here. It offers
ter for Law and the Deaf/Hearcoln during the Civil War. The
G. W. students
a chance to
on
selected
consumer
topics,
to
Martin Luther King Program is
ing Impaired in bringing legal
family had lived in a house on a
supplement
classwork
with
exbe used as a basis for a televised
a storefront in the S.E. which
information, services, and repreportion of the land for over
perience in a variety of programs
Students
also
serves the low income communsentation to the more than 13 news, program.
twenty-five
years, but had deed'around the city,
research and write sections of ity. TheNational
Capital Housmillion Americans who are deaf
ed it to a development company.
I spent a conventional
first
the Consumer Protection
Reing Clinic is a visitation program
or hearing impaired.
The company had defaulted on a
year in law school, concentrating
Students may participate
in porting Service, co-authored by concerning public housing and
FHA loan and HUD wanted the
on the academics. The year was
Professor Donald P. Rothschild.
the elderly. Work 'with other
one or more projects: (1) counland and the house back. I made
pretty one dimensional-taking
This semester's 'new project is agencies is also arranged.
seling persons
with hearing
an adverse possession argument
an hour to watch Kojak seemed
to
aid
the
new
D.C.
Office
of
CLINICAL
LAW,
WORK
(399)
impairments about' legal proband prevailed in the negotialike a two-week vacation.
Consumer Protection in becomIndependent
project involvlems at a walk-in clinic usually
tions. Professor Schiller would
But, having paid my first year
ing established in the District.
ing litigation, research of public
held on the Gallaudet campus;
,have been prou~.
dues, I was ready to take
Students will be used by their - interest
activities "of a legal
(2) preparing and participating
Not all the cases were so
office as investigators, adminisnature may be initiated and will advantage of the city. After a
in workshops for hearing-impost-exam week rest, I started at successful, nor the clients so
trative law clerks, and legal
be supervised
by a faculty
paired persons to acquaint them
CLC's Protection for the Elderly
appealing but the experience
interns to present cases before
member. Third year students
with their rights and obligations
Project in upper northwest in was fine. I made a contribution,
only.
under the law; (3) assisting in ~eir administrative ,law judge.
mid-June. It was a first effort to sharpened my legal skills and
representing the interests of deaf
take whatlhad
learned and give learned
a' great deal about
and hearing-impaired
persons in
it some practical
application.
working with clients, governjudicial and administrative proHaving enough humility to feel. ments and landlords.
'
ceedings; (4) preparing research
nervous about the responsibility
Since
the
first
summer,
the
papers on topics relating to-law
of "clients," 1 was relieved to Clinic has been an integral part
J.. Ms. Edith Barksdale
Sloan,
include the power to bring
and the deaf, or preparing
find the supervision at the Clinic
of my legal education-a
good
Director
of the District
of merchants ,before an adminishandbooks
explaining
legal
and supportive.
break from the classwork and
trative
law' judge
in cases comprehensive
Columbia Office of consumer
In addition. to Professor Sirulmore exciting than Kojak. And
trade
Protection, will speak at the involving .an unlawful
besides, I'm a litigator now and
practice. The new Office may nik, the clinic has three fulltinie
National Law Center on Tuesattorneys to point you in the
get free coffee.
issue summons and subpoenas,
day, November 30. The meeting
will be held in Room 33, issue cease and desist orders,
Stockton Hall, at 3:00 pm. All and award damages in contract,
orders for restitution, rescission,
students are welcome.
repair,' and reThe D.C. Office of Consumer I reformation,
Affairs was recently replaced by placement.
Law students will be utilized
the new Office of Consumer
in many capacities at the Office
Protection, which has tremenThe
dously increased powers, Activi- of Consumer ·Protection.
Law Center's Problems of the
ties designated under the D.C.
Consumer
Protection
Proce- . Consumer course will' provide
dures Act, effective July 1976, the Office with investigators,
legal research
persons,
legal
include
consumer.
education;
tions. The course is taught by
by Mary Hogan'
American Cancer Society.
interns, and an administrative
iproblem
investigation,
and
second and third-year law stu"If the police stop me because
mediation; as before, but also law clerk,
dents in both high schools and
they suspect that I just stole a
correctional institutions in the
woman's purse, can they take
District of Columbia.
me to the woman's house to let
her have the opportunity
to
The high school program
identify me as the guilty person
includes
five areas of law:
.if they haven't arrested me and
criminal law and procedure,
informed me of my rights?"
consumer law, family law, housing law, and individual rights
"How can I force my landlord
law. These five areas were
_ to return the' security deposit
selected to provide
students
which I paid him?"
These and other questions like with the knowledge necessary to
them are confronted
daily by deal effectively with issues they
are likely to face in their' day to
every street law teacher. Deterday life.
mining the answers through,
class discussion,
role-playing,
Since the inception of. the
field trips to the police departprogram in D.C., the StreetLaw
ment and to Superior Court, and
curriculum has been expanded
guest speakers is the purpose of to other shcools throughout the
the Street Law course.
country with the D.C. program
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All we can
tell you is that
men who
don't smoke
live about '
6 years longer
than men who
do smoke:
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Unusual Clinic
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Street Law is one of the more
.unusual clinical programs available at' GW and refers to a
course of study which is designed to teach non-lawyers their
Ibasic legal rights so they can
apply them' t() everyday situ a-

serving as a model.. These
programs evidence the increased
desire to provide law-related
education
at the high school
level and in this respect serve a
highly important
community
function.

Pentagon Demonstrators Sp'eakOut

.:

,

considerations. I don't ask to be in jail. It's not'a pleasant experie~ce; but I al~o don't
The following interview took place ~t the Alexandria CityJail on October 21, ~976.
ask not to be in jail. And I think that being in jail, we have to be mindful of this strugThe three people interviewed, Rob Boudewijn, John Schuchardt, and. Dean Priddy,
gle, which is a struggle for life, a strogglefor freedom, and,~ struggle ~or t~e troth of
were among six of the S4 people arrested who decided not to accept any bond. They
what Gandhi said: "The prison door is the.door to freedom.
And that 10 this stt:uggle
were in jail over four days and were finally released when the federal prosecutor
"we will not obtain freedom, we will not obtain freedom from !1Uclear holocaust 10 ~e
dismissed the charges against them. The others still face charges in Alexandria
near future, unless many people are willing to lay down ~helr ow~ sense of w?at IS
Federal Magistrate's Court.
'
dignified, of what a reputable person would do, or w~at IS effective, o~ ~hat IS the
The arrestees, many of whom were .involved in the Continental
Walk for' . right way to approach the situation. What is the ~ractlca! way, the n:ahstlc way and
Disarmament and Social Justice were protesting US military policy and the lack of
simply try to listen to the small, still voice of their conscience and witness th~ n:u~h
humanitarian priorities and wished to present a Petition to the Secretary of Deferi~e.
and be prepared to go to jail, ifthat is the consequen~e. Thy's how I ended up I~ jail.
In the exercise of these First Amendment Rights, they were arrested and charged WIth
Very unexpectedly. Not at all anticip~ting it, but ha~1Og once been arrested, r~ahzmg
blocking entranceways and failure to obey Official Directives..'
.,
.
that I could not cooperate with this system. WhIch was so concerned wI~h the
The interview was conducted by Sebastian Graber and Paul Restuccia, Initials
obstroction of traffic, that it would arrest me,but
could not pay the sbghtest
prior to each comment indicate the speaker.
..
. ..
'.
attention, could not lift its eyes to see the responsibility f~~ genocide in ~i~t ~am, t~:lt
The ADVOCATE wishes to express appreciation to the officials at the Alexandna
came out of the Pentagon for ten years. Or the responsibility for ~e an~lhilation of hfe
City Jail for allowing the interview in their facility.
on this earth; which is being planned and prepared, day by day 10 this country. And
not only in this country, but this is where our reponsibility begins is in this country,
Sebastian Graber (sg)
pr: P.R. we understood there was no disobedience planned when you went to 'the
Paul Restuccia (pr)
Pentagon. What actually led up to the arrest if thete was none planned?
.
sg: Why did the six of you decide to stay in jail as opposed to going out with the
dp:
Basically
there
were
'two
things
that
were
planned
as
activities
around
the
others?
Pentagon. One was the carrying of coffins to be set at the Pentagon steps. And these
rb: I thought that I should refuse the personal recognizance that was offered. as
coffins were to symbolic of various social programs that had_been depleted by this
well as the bond, for a variety of reasons, some of which are not that clear to me yet.
military spending, various examples of genocide; or racism, or poverty issues that
One, that stands out most to me, is.the fact that the government action, was illegal in
weren't being met because of ,military spending going into the building up of
this arrest of the people. Fifty-four people were arrested, in what I felt was an illegal
armaments and the military industrial complex, so that many of the people that really
tactic, in terms that we were trying to address to the Pentagon a very urgent issue: the
needed
the energies of our tax monies and our social agencies were being deprived of
nuclear arms race that we have and the fact that the monies are not going to the
their human rights. That was what was going into the caskets that we were carrying
welfare of the human beings, be it employment or housing, or even in prisons. And so,
and had planned to lay on the steps of the Pentagon. Another, the second part of the
.I thought that due to that illegality by the government, I could not use, what, I guess
activities, was to be. the' 'presentation of the Declaration of Independence,
.and
they considered were, my rights to be released and then to address that issue on
Non-Violent Resistant to either Donald Rumsfeld, one of the Chiefs of Staffs, or
November the 5th (trial date). And, I would rather protest that here by my physical
someone in a fairly high echelon decision-making capacitywithin
the Department of
presence in the jail. That was one of the reasons that came to me. Also another one
Defense. Both of these activities were the reason that we walked forward were met by
that stood out for me was solidarity with the people. Not only in here, but also with the
the line of officers and it was their opinion that we were breaking the Jaw and that we
people outside, who have to go through the b,urden. of meeting that issue, of ~ign.ing
should take the caskets, and ourselves and back away, or else be subject to arrest.
the P.R., bfhaving to go back home-and then of having to come back here, which IS a
sg: I also was told, and I'd like to verify it, that, in terms of blocking the entrance
tremendous cost for them, which certainly many of them can't afford. And yet they're
way
charge, that what happened was that two of the doors were open to the Pentagon,
being forced into a situation where they have. to do that. So those are the two primary
the two middle doors, and that there were three sets of double doors and then you or
reasons why I'm here now.
..
. .
..
whoever it was that was negotiating asked to set the coffins down on either side of
is: 1 would point out, two things, 'the war-making, the warfare state, and the
those middle doors. Is that right?
.
,
preparation for nuclear holocaust depends on silence and on cooperation; and this is
true atthe governmental level, the Pentagon level where the decisions are being made
js: That's my understanding.
I think that it's important to make the distinction,
and the weapons systems are being prepared. As long as the public cooperates by
that this was not an act of civil disobedience:--There was not a refusal of any proper
paying the income tax, which is very largely-simply a.war tax, and being generally
law, any violation ofanyproperlaw.What
was invoJved was the right of the people to
silent and not participating in any acts of active resistance, then this system can go
peacefully assemble and a police interpretation of that right, leading to an arrest. As
along. And this cooperation is required at each level, which would include the process
the group moved across the street towards the Pentagon ...carrying the caskets and the
that we got involved in, the arrest process, the court process and the prison process.
bomb, numbers of police came out of two buses, and formed a blockade in front of the
And the system, likewise, at each of these stages needs our cooperation--our
consent
steps and told us that we were all subject to arrest. So that it was not an act of civil
in what is basically a moral wrong, all though it may be strictly legal process, and'
disobedience, it was their interpretation. Their reaction.
that's the bases 'from which my non-cooperation stems. An effort to say no, to refuse
sg: Civil disobedience being a conscious act, known to be in disregard of an
to cooperate with a process that is leading people to their own destruction. And it's a'
ordinance or law knowing that what you're doing is illegal, fully conscious of,and
witness, to other people, calling them also to refuse to' cooperate. And placing a
cognizant of the consequences and willing to accept the consequences.
burden on the government, the people that work at the Pentagon. On the police. On
js: Yes, whereas here ~twas his determination that we were disobeying' certain rules
court system. On the jail, the sheriff, the guards here. Each stage, witnessing to them,
of society or something by blocking the driveway or entrances.
In fact, they had
that I refuse to cooperate. Asking them to leave their jobs. Asking them to work for
already stopped the flow of traffic and the police were blocking the entrances,so
at
peace. To witness for peace. And this is the point of refusing to sign a promise to
bottom they told us that we would be arrested if we did not leave though we had done
return. Because that would basically be an.act of cooperation. I would be co-opted. I
nothing wrong. And we let them exercise their decision to arrest us.
-.
would be drawn in to their legal system, which is in this case completely amoral and
sg: What did the bombs and the casket represent?
. completely wrong.
.
.'
js: The bomb was a mockup of the Hiroshima bomb and the casket were
sg: To the extent that you're in jail isn't it a problem in that as long as you're here,
representative of the grave that's being prepared for all of us. As a result
our
how much. can you do, outside of talking to the guards and other inmates, ..to
quiessence. in the existing weapons systems which are already subject to enormous
accomplish what you're try.ing to do?
.
mechanical failure. ~u~an
failure. I live i~ Vermont, that's been bombed by a
rb: For myself, I think that it's very important to recognize the fact that, though
hydrogen bomb. It dldn t go off. North Carohna has been bombed. There's been one
we're in here and though the physical structures limit our access to talk to the people
dr.opped off Spain. We could go on, you know, naming hundreds of incidents of near
on outside', the fact remains that we-do have exposure, not only to people who work for
mlspaps.·But, especially QOw,the Trident missile system, the B-t Bomber the Cruise'
the institution here, but also to the people being institutionalized.
And those are the- missiles. A whole new ~n?justi~credibly
beyond belief, development ofwe~pons:
people, who always tend to be neglected as human beings and could be affected and to
rb: I would a~d one th10g I th10k the graves also represented. Some of the people at
, help alter things, So I think its really-important, that we recognize the fa~t that we
the demonstration
were Buddhist monks from Japan. And they were from the
have that exposure now, that we've the opportunity to-talk to them about what we're
Japanese Council Against Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs. And for them, and for us,
doing. And that doesn't meimthat we change any minds, but it does mean that there
those graves also rep~esented .the fact that over one hundred thousand people died
is an exposure there that perhaps would not have occurred before. Perhaps, more
becau~e of the bo~b1Og of thIrty-one years ago. And, in fact, many people are still
important for me, is I want my conscience to be clear, in terms of following a certain
suffermg from the)I.1 effects ofthat ?-ombin~ and are going to the grave years earlier
pripciples that I believe in, and so prison doesn't hilVe a devasting effect or doesn't
than they have any nght to. So there ISa contmuance of death that was propagated by
make me fearful. It's only part of the whole consequence of actions and therefore a
a policy that the United States has on warfare.
government takes an action that says: O.K., if you don't stop this, we're going to put ';
pr: D.o you als~>..on the same basis, oppose the development of nuclear plants for
you in prison. And people could recognize the fact, that that's just a threat; it't just a
generat10g electrIcIty?
'
.
means of intimidating people from acting. Then I think that my presence here is
rb: I certainly do. Simply because ofthe question of the, nuclear waste, plutonium.
helpful in that regard. No only to me, but also to the people who know me and can
ft-.n•d also, bec~use I feel we have t<?learn that our resources are finite. And rather than
gather support, as I gather support from them when they do it.
.
tryl~g ~o meet all ~ur. demands, we should, perhaps, plan towards an economy where
js: In answer to that question, I am definitely not a pragmatist. My concern is not
we ltmlt our explmtation of resources.
"
with what is effective with tactics or sTrategy or the outcome of any action. What I ask
~g: I w~nt to.ask what you thin~ about elections? Would you vote? To the extent
to be my guide is the troth and my own conscience. It's often hard to discern this. Our'
that who ISpreSIdent has some reahty factor, in the sense of appointments
f' d
t
.
h
. '.
.
0 jU ges 0
efforts, my efforts to follow this maybe weak and pathetic, but that is the main
cou ..rt s,. t 0 d e t erm10e w 0 goes to jads; EspeCially the Supreme Court. A lot of their
concern. If one gets caught up in the questions of effectiveness or what one might be
deCISIons have a lot to do, for example, with the fact that you're in jail right now. It
doing if they were out of jail you enter the world of the advertising executive or the
pOlitician. And any discipleship or receptivity to truth is soon lost in a tangle of other
,
(see DE~<:»NSTItt,\TORS,
p. 7)
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from DEMONSTRATORS,
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could
conceivably
go to
f 'ttl' ng peop
'I" e in jai'I
£
,.
their
H the Supreme
',' Court th'e Iega'I validity
1 1 0 pu
lor ~xerclsmg , elr, rights under the First Amendment. To the extent that the
president apP?mtsJudg~s, ~s ~~II as all the other things that they do, including
defense com~mtments ~~d pnortties. Do you think that it's important to vote or is that
acknowledging the legitimacy of the political system which you can not support in any
way?
"
js: I refuse to vote. ,I bel~e~e~hat it.is a red herring, a false issue, It draws en~rgy into
false h?~es and ce~~l1n~y,m this ~ountry, we should realize through the past ten years
of pob~cal ass~smation, .deceit, "Iymg, deception, corruption of unimaginable
proportions, to thiS.country ~a~ the government ~san instrument totally!of evil. And
that, to be.deluded m~oconsldering that one candidate or another.is going to have any
effect on life or death Issues.
sg:,Well, one thing that I'm thinking of is, for example, the fact that Nixon-Ford
appo~nt~ fiv~of the current Justices on the Supreme Court, who last term upheld the
consti~ti?~abty of the death penalty. As a result of that, people are going to die. So
m~point ISIt does make some difference, to me anyway, who is in that chair.
JS: Those people, who hold public, office, can make, better or worse decisions in
certa.in areas such as: environm~nt, ecology" the death, so' called, penalty, that is'
!eg~l~ed murder. BU~ what my witness would be,would be to the encouragement of
individuals to cast their whole vote as Henry David Thoreau said. AndI think that for
y~ur audience, your readers being law students, that is perhaps the most important
single essay that they could take to heartrthe duty of civil disobedience.
~g:Of course when his aunt came and paid the money, Henry got out of jail.
. JS:Yes, he had no control over that. They wouldn't keep him. Just, as through the
prosecutor, you know, we could be out of jail, also, it would be beyond our control.
But, to undermine what he said, the importance of casting your whole vote. That we
not pay for this destruction because all the talk of ecology, all the talk of reform, all
the talk of peace, is absolutely meaningless, as long.as sixty percent of the tax dollar is
going to. more and m~re weapons of destruction. And' as long as we accept the
leadership of both parties now, both talking of first use, first strike and building the
weapons and exporting the weapons to countries around the world, we contribute to
this destruction. So that a vote, an election is a misguided effort. Particularly when
one looks at the compromise, the absence of integrity, the absence of any real felt
presence on public issue" of paying taxes. And probably most of the George
Washington students will enter the legal profession and maybe become involved in
one or another good cause each year,devoting sixty percent of their income tax to the
mostdiabolical cause in history. The contradiction of that, they can not live with and
consider themselves free men and women.
rb: I feel opposite to what you 00 John, because, although I feel we are often misled
to believe that we have control over our government I do believe that it's important to
votewhen you feel, honestly, that what you're voting for is what you really believe. Not
the philosophy of the lesser of two evils. In regards to voting, I would feel its more
important that people accept the responsibility of voting but go beyond. Just saying
O.K. I voted, therefore, my responsibility stops there: But active involvement. And
that means things like war tax resistance. Getting involved in their community.
Taking those risks of perhaps losing their jobs. Taking certain political,
philosophieal, and theological stances and say, O.K., now I committed my social
responsibility and because, somebody decidedto appoint a judge, that is supporting
the death penalty-oh that's their bag and not mine.
,
pr: How would you really expect to affect the mass consciousness of this country by
limiting yourlnvolvement, in that sense, to a personal act of disobedience, or whatever
you might call it. A personal kind of resistance, where, in fact, you're divorcing
yourself from the political SYstem. You're divorcing yourself from other systems,
which, you say are corrupt and evil. How do you hope to, effect any change on the
consciousness of the people by keeping it so private and individual?
js: It's not private and individual.' It's a public witness. And the only impact
throughout the course of history, on people's consciousness, by and large, have been
individual actions. Individual call, to each 'person to respond to the truth, as they
know it. To choose life. To abhor bloodshed. To turn from evil and deceit and not-to
partake in evil and deceit. And every politician going, acknowledges the need for some
compromise, some manipulation of issues, in-short. However nicely they may phrase
it, in deceit. To live the truth entirely, is a very frightening, a very thorough, a very
uncompromising demand: but that is the only kind of witness that has any impact
upon individuals or upon conscious. Everything else is the selling of ones own soul
and, as I said earlier, without trying to measure any kind of mass impact, your
concern is with your own commitment to truth, your o.wnendurance to truth. And you
can't really look for that mass impact, because then you're selling yourself to the
public. To public acceptance. And certainly now; the public acceptance has been so
deadened and because public conscience has become so deadened and become so
apathetic and so resigned to the necessity of nuclear weapons, that it's very, very hard,
very disheartening to know how one can possibly reach another individual, another
conscience, by what one does oneself. It's very hard to know. But we don't want to
waste our energy on what we know is futile. I don't want ,to waste my energy on ~at I
know is false.
'
sg: What's going to happen? I mean what are you going to do when you get out?
js: This walk would be symbolic of a new beginning, of a connectiveness across the
country among the people who are concerned with life.
'
sg: Maybe you should talk ~ little bit, explain a little bit, about what the walk was,
because a lot of people.T'm sure, won't know anything about what that was.
dp: The Continental Walk for Disarmament and Social Justice was organized a
couple of years ago by people concerned with the continuing growth of the military,
with the continuing dangers that the world was facing through the military power,'
through the destruction of the social services, through all kinds of needy people and
the fact that most of the radical community who,moved in the sixties, had, more or,
less, went into hibernation and there was no active voice since that time raising these

issues, so this was formed primarily under the auspices of the War Resisters League
along with twenty five other religious, political, social organizations whose emphasis
were on pacifism and-opposition to military powers and military injustice. And also
organizations that were involved in some of the other basic human rights of childcare,
welfare rights and this type of thing.
'
The Continental walk, itself, began January 31st, out of Ukiah, California, north of
San Francisco. The original concept of the walk, was not for it to be a cross country
trek by a group of people, but rather that one group from one community would walk
to the next community and make contact with the people that were there who were
involved in these issues and who wanted to promote these issues and make the ties
between 'the two communities, and strengthen the communities as they went. As it
turned out, the practical aspects, particularly in barren areas, like Arizona and New
Mexico, the walk took more of a form of a core, group going across the country,
contacting community to community. It turned out that the core group itself raised
the issues irrthe communities, in contact with various organizations, if there were any.
sg: How many people were walking?
dp: It varied a great deal.
• rb: That fluctuated from urban and rural areas, but the core group, the group
providing a lot of continuity through the desolate areas, ranged anywhere from 22 to
40. Of course as we approached Washington, it grew substantially and I think, that it
entered Washington with about sixty people. The core group is not necessarily the
Walk. They're just trying to provide continuity and the integrity of the walk itself.
sg: Do you have any specific comments to law students?
'
js: First, I'm sure that of 1500 GW students, there are some that have been to
prison .
sg: Don't count on that.
,
js: Hopefully there have been. And I would suggest that they have the most to share
and give their fellow law students and law professors about the knowledge of the law.
This is my first experience 'as a prisoner. I've been in prison many times as a defense
attorney but. ..
, sg: You used to work with PDS, is that right?
js: In a private capacity.
sg: How many years was that?
js: Five years. That one's understanding of the law is incomplete and actually
without sense of what the law is about, until one has been a prisoner. Until one has
experienced handcuffs, and the closed door and all the ihsariity and the demeaning
aspect of prisons. And this country is not only loaded with missiles, but it's loaded with
prisons, prisoners, and police. Since the 1968 Safe Streets Act, Omnibus Crime Bill,
the number of police has escalated incredibly., Prosecutors, jails,guards, yet the
experience is so demeaning to most people because they are usually the young and the
poor. That they aren't able to share this. One has to have a sense of purpose to really
go into a jail and experience the constant insane regulations, the demeaning aspect of
it, the mistreatment.
'
The lawyers, unfortunately, see the sanitized aspect of it. The courtroom, wood
paneled,decorum, its educated prosecutor, soft spoken judge, but the reality of what
goes on in the courtroom,they'll never understand, they'll never see until they are'
behind prison doors as a prisoner, with no freedom to come out. As a personal
comment on my decision to leave the law, Ifeel it's the time for love and forgiveness
and understanding as Jesus said about various matters of the law. That if anybody
commits theft, you give them more than they take; if anybody commits coercion or
threat, you go further than what they ask; if anybody assaults you, you turn the other
cheek. That we need as a country, as never before, the healing influence of love and
truth and forgiveness. That we have gotten completely caught and lost in a hatred and
a fear of communism, of Soviet Union, of China, of enemies and of hating your
enemies, of destroying your enemies, so that we have reached the end time, the logical
consequence of that hatred, which is the realization that all hatred is self-hatred and
.all distruction is self-destruction. Because when one of those weapons goes off, the,
enemy is killed, but immediately thereafter, we will be killed. So the decision was one
to try to go to root causes, to deal with the bases of the. problem, which the law does
not deal with. One of the root causes of the problem, of course, is greed, is wealth, is
property. And the law is almost entirely devoted to, upholding disproportionate
property that this country has accumulated at the expense, at the oppression of other
people around the world.
rb:May I add just one thing? The most common thing I've heard, since we've been
in here, and which really reminds me of my experiences in Viet Nam, was that "I'm
'just doing myjob." Just doing what I'm being told.. And I .think that one of the things
that I see my participation in the walk, my work at home and being here, is to try
somehow, if possible, to approach people that we can not take that kind of attitude.
Try to alienate ourselves from the fact that we have responsibilities and that those
responsibilities require taking risks. And that we can't just say that well, I know that I
really don't want to do this but the law says that I have to, or my boss says that I have
to do this. We saw the same thing happen in Viet Nam where we committed the same
atrocities, where we said the rules said that we have to do this. I see people doing that
when they are participating and creating monsters, like the B-1 Bomber or the.
, Trident submarine. And that's really all that I wanted to add in terms of law students,
not developing that kind of attitude.
dp: I just, perhaps, want to add that the walk began with the idea of ending as a
physical group or of physical entity in Washington, D.C. but a lot of the energy and a
lot of the hope of the walk is to continue with these ideals. Other ideas include,
establishing a Department of Civilian Defense, based on non-violence and perhaps,
the establishment of curriculum of non-violence and peace studies within military
academies, as they are within some of the schools, universities around the country.
How to work these things out, how to legislate for them. We need on-going ideas, we
need on-going input in this kind of thing. And with the general overall impression, I
like to think, of what would our society be like if we were without armaments if we
were without weaponry, if we were without the abusive power structure. Work iowar.'
that type of society and do things that would encourage that, that final goal i" con:
about.
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Placement Blues
We considered visiting the
placement office the other dayas yet known only through
reflected activity indicating itsexistence. Numbered, nameless
teasers on the first floor bulIetin
board hinted of brightly lit, carpeted and panneled law firms
bursting with professional energy should we only follow these
brief strands of words around
_corners and through redundant
doorways into the unexplored
labyrinth of Bacon Hall. Yet
another indicator of its existence
came in'the appearance of threepiece. suits ..in steady procession
to K Street's Casillas Press.
Unarmed with printed resume
one is not placed.
The protean ceremony reflected by the intense activity of
our peers loomed before .us,
barred motion, We-the- unversed in either the language or

the mechanics of the ritual.
Rumor of indiscriminate distribution of resumes reciprocated by random annointment
rendered the prospect of our
own pilgrimmage all the more
frightening. Further evidence of
futility came from yet another
.bulletin board. Too late for us
already. Investiture with the
rewards of the one bulletin
board was dependent on ordination by inclusion on the other
which held out its own separate,
promise of spading assignments.
What promise of a hereafter is
held out for such as we? Not
worshippers at another altar
realIy, simply foot draggers in
the rush. to embrace the word.
Had we been wtong in assuming
that although most of us only
.went to church on Easter, it was
still possible that most could be
saved? Though multitudes may
t

THE JACOB BURNS LAW LIBRARY
THANKSGIVING RECESS HOURS
Wednesday, November 24 '...
8 AM - 8 PM
Thursday, November 25
Closed
Friday, November 26
- 9 AM - 5 PM'
Saturday, November 27
9AM: 5.PM
Sunday, November 28
9 AM- Midnight
(Resume regular hours)

in fact be damned, the consciousness of our own excom.- munication "is a lonely moment
indeed. Having shunned the
ritual for two years how are we
now to redeem our transgression? Had our neighbors been
secret flagellants tlirough the
two-year Lent in order that they
stride proud of their penitence
through the placement office
doors and, being found with sin,
pass on?
_
Bluff agnosticism could not
hide insecurity painfullyobvious; .evenin the dulI glow given
by the hoping faces ofthose who,
harboring disbelief, had nevertheless hedged their bets.
The first tugging of the rack
tests the resolve of all heretics.
'-- Introibo adaltare Dei. 'Old
father, old artificer, stand me
now and ever in good stead.
-Dedalus Minor

ATTENTION STUDENTS ,USING VA BENEFITS AT GWU:
The GI Bill has been amended to provide the' folIowing as of 1
Oct. 76: 1) 45 months of benefits for EVERYONE who has
previously earned 36 and 2) an 8 per cent increase in monthly
benefits. For further information and certification (if you were
previously cutoff by the 36-month limit), please call (202)
676-7218, or stop by the office at 2121 I Street, NW;

'GU \Settles Dis ~
crtminutron Suit

'..

Legal· Problems of,
.

.'

-GEORGETOWN,from p.l

the interests of minority students
at the school. Gasch denied the .
program at GW was started, no motion, saying that Smith did
aid was taken away from other not have a sufficient legal
Students, but rather' additional interest in the case and that he
aid was made available.
filed his motion too late in the
Flanagan refused to comment proceedings.
on the settlement in his case,
Flanagan, who handled his
indicating that part of his own. case, graduated
from
agreement with Georgetown was Georgetown in May 1976 and is that he would not discuss its now an attorney for a Jaw firm in
terms.
Lancaster, Pa. He says his
FolIowing Gasch's ruling, a experience has sparked.an
black law student at George-, interest ill civil rights cases. He
town, Reginald A. Smith, filed a' has since handled several sex .
motion to intervene in the case. discrimination cases, involving
Smith claimed that Georgetown discriminationagainst both men
was not adequately representing and women.

-

Battered Women

from WOMEN, p.l
, beatings, the beatings willeonThe Conference took an imas well as the law enforcement tinue. Explaining theproblem as 'portant step into the area of an
and judicial system. The women an outgrowth of maledom- . extremely harmful social probthemselves often believe it too. inated, macho culture and the' lem, While much more study
They feel shame and guilt at the view of women as property; she. and hard work needs to be done
break up and violence in their' weeks the solution in women by' all concerned people, a solid
families because the women· support groups and an outright exchange of information and
have the primary responsibility condemnation of domestic vio- ideas occured and hopefulIy,
for a stable marriage. In addi- lence.
.
continuing support relationships
tion to a very real emotional
Support services was a con- ~stablished.
dependence on the husband as a tinuing theme through the con~ii!25~ii!25ii!25i5!!i0!!ii!5i5!!i0!!ii!5ii5!~i5!!iii!!5!!ii5!!ii5!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!~ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!ii!5i!!5i5!22!ii!222ii!5i!!ii!5i!!~
source of identity, economic ference. Preliminary legal soludependence and concern for the tions were also offered, These
wellbeing of the children keep included injunctions preventing
many women in violent families. the abusive spouse from entering.
She often has no place to turn, the home, substituted service of
fears retaliation, and an ulti- process, a quick and assured
mate need to return to her home. hearing for obtaining temporary
Battered 'women are presently ,civil protection,order, imposition '
caught in a maze of their own of peace bonds, abolishment of
socialization, .of society's indif- interspousal immunity in tort
ference, and little judicial pro- actions and to keep assaults
tection.
, between spouses in line with
Lisa Leghorn, the keynote other
criminal
provisions.
speaker stated, as long as society Again.jhe Task Force requested
continues to approve of wife input.
.
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The Devils and the Cave

THBCIRCLE-3
f

the wounds that bleed.
the mouths that cry
we'll all be happier when they die
and no more to thy breast I'll cling
but on the seashore stand and sing

Engulfed in the evanescent ethics,
questing for certainty,
I am alone.

sing of pebbles on the shore
buried neath the oceans' roar
. There was a quiet shuffling of feet
and afaint ticking of the clock.
The summerhad come at long last.
The air was sweet with the smell
of new-mown hay drifting in
from the far-off pastures.
It was close
the way tiny classrooms can be close,
with the slow breathing
of children working at their books.

Invaded by the warring gospels of the sages,
probing the order in chaos
walking on a tightrope
I am staggering,

of voices raised in praise to man
who never learned but only ran'
from self andpain and in refrain
I'll sing and sing and open wide
to clasp and shut myself inside

Surrounded by my countrymen
speaking the same language
bearing the scars of dual cultures,
. I am a stranger.

Jacquelyn Helm

Asif Ali Shah .

I sat there at my desk
watching them
for a hand that might go up,
some puzzled look,
a .question.

Not so. my love. notso
You do not understand me. now
You miss my meaning, I mean
To say only. you must listen carefully.
That is. to tell you so much more
(If only you will listen) Of what I've seen and where
That I have been (willyou listen as I speak. I have to know]

But no, the class would soon let out,
as it was warm with the sun
shining upon their heads
an occasional yawn, a smile
looked up.

Sometimes it is very hard to say
The words that feel alright, to fit
The inside to the out and I
Cannot always tell and make
That handsome fit, because. you see
I haven't changed. I'm still
The same old me (willyou listen. I have to know), you knew'
.And know. not changed. not broken. whole
But then, they come. those times.
You'll never seefrom far. you
Cannot plan.or pick: it; or the time
,Place circumstance. you know.
.
.'
And then'its there and sitting in the corner ofyour room '
Not loud, so no one else can hear, (I have to know,
Willyou?) Whispering to this effect and then'
The blue and comfortable silence politely turns'
With a word or two ormaybe just a nod
And begs to be excused as there .
; Is need elsewhere and within perhaps
Your favorite friend, and promises
To return and then. (areyou with me still. I hope
I have not lost you, yet willyou will you}

A

They were too tired to be restless.
Books were put away,
,
summer jackets
folded over the back of their chairs.
I knew them
Mostly farm boys never knew the city they joked a bit.'
I knew what to expect
by then
or thought! did,
They didn't write much
when' they did
it all came together
too much in a hurry
the way kids will.
I knew each one what to expect
in him 7' certain curiosity - a stutter
never could get out-as much
as he had wanted.

a

This one couldn't read
nor could his brother,
their father had been injured
the farm to be run.
The papers were put aside
. they were young
,
and were happy as kids are
looking forward to summer
. and school's end.

l watched the sun play
with their unshorn hair
1thought 1 knew them
knew what to expect.

-

That they would soon be off
to labor
in thosefields,those
pastures
where time would take them
in its way
as it does, as it will
Robert Cataldo
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Sometimes late at night
when the dark rain is running,
Ifall
",
into a solitary puddle,
I drift, longing to be absorbed,
but am only suspended
- as before.
.
By the dawn I am dry,
rising with the day. '
Maybe tonight there will be rest.
Maybe tonight, less wandering.
Maybe tonight, less lonely,
less compelling
rain.
BoIly Harris

From down under! reached to down under/there was
No other running. only rushing
To step once to gain into the circle. stepping
Lightly from the beright sun
And I in pell mell running took the dare
To jump and fly-it promised me the sky>
(Do I make myself clear, I don't think
So but will yOU will you)-And so I fell.
There is no other, 1hope you know, nothing
Can have really changed, but I (you must listen
Here, but will you) Think that maybe you can
Understand, we don't often get to talk this
Way. and sometimes it fsgoood.lguess
To clear the air. and to say
Won't you let me try to help you understand
That only which is mine, that
. Which can never be understood (I have to ask,
I hope you see,' I don't think you will,
But I am running t60, will you) Felt only, oh
Cant you see. cant you see but Ldidnt want to
I didnt, it just happened that way and this
'won't change me, oh (I have to know, I can't stay
Here much longer now, it is late, I have to know).
Joe AreiIano
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Eulalia's' Resentment
,

Uoyd Elsten
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For D. G.

.
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. 10:10 in the evening. No, I don't. Sir, I am the police chief of this town, not
was curious at what w~s inside that do~r. ~in~~, w~en she th~d ~rened the
an expertin our national railroads. There's probably no train before 12:40.. door and turned the Itghts o~ I saw term
re s e wan e.
was n~w
Please, allow me the pleasure of buying you a drink in the station bar. You -looking:, green brocade eurtains and a ?edspread, a number of expe~slve
can get out of this rain. Good, follow me. The station was erected by our late
tables and chairs and a green leathe~ chaise lounge. There were floral prints,
dictator along with my brother-in-law, Don Onofrio. I particularly like this
antique, in gold-leafed frames, and bibelots scatt~r~d all over. It was odd. The
bar the mirrors the mirrors alone cost thousands. What will you have? Just
atmosphere.was expensive, vulgar, andveryfe~u::n~
Th: ;o;a~ Wh~had
.coffee? It does nothing for me; at my age I need something more bracing. - been living there with Max demanded luxury, an e oug t I or er. ut at
Years ago, my wife used to moan about my drinking and my daughter Eulalia
this point the lan~la?y clammed up. She must ~ave see~, must ha~e known
still says it is unhealthy, it makes me fat-like this-and it.makes me short of
the woman. She didn t want to nam~ names. I smt1~dat th~ and reminded her
breath. I don't listen to a word. To your health! You are here for business?
that she needed influence. The ..cltyha.llcrowd, ~f for mstance I were to
Oh, just visiting. In my humble opinion-there's a lot in this towri of interest. .mention the matter to Don. Onorfrio. Only In that case would the
The Indian culture. Our beautiful colonial architecture, from the sixteenth
furniture ....What a look that Itttle !'oman gave me, ~I~ost mU~derous. If
century. And the Indians still make their famous greenware pottery, heavy ~ut
she'd had any teeth, she might !;t.avebitten me, but she didn ~.She slghe~, ~nd
strong. The plaza mayor, you've seen that? Yes, I thought you would admire
walked slowly over to the chaise lounge a~d sat down. WIth great dignity,
it. Its a shame you can't be there this independence day when Don Onofrio,
holding herself up stiffly. The~, she made a Itttle coqu~ttlsh wave of ~er hand
the mayor, will read from his book of patriotic poetry, a hymn t~ the nation.
to me with .her lace handkerchief she had been crumpltng the whole time. She
Even in this quiet backwater we carry on intellectual life; I often diSCUSS
books
almost whispered, she spok; so softly. As to the house where that woman
with Don Onofrio and Don Emilio, the attorney, when we get together to play ,worked, she thought I didn t need a map to find the 'path there, ~nd as to
cards. The Berlinguete case? Yes. You read about it in the papers? No, I don't
which one it was there, it was the puta known as La ~t;tdl~.She had lived-there
agreewith that. You see Berlin~uete was my son-in-law, a~d I was in charge, of wi~ Max for less than a month" b~t t?en use~ to VISithim and then go a~ay
solving the case. Yes, I would Itke another, you are very kmd.The .same. I m
agam. I leftt?e la~dlady th.ere~sitting In the.mlddle of that stuffy room which
perfectly willing to explain it to you, since you are interested.
..
seemed too dimly Itt, and bidding her goodnight, I closed the door and walked
That's right, it was in August. O?e m.orning, Marissa, th~ little girl of· out into the cold. .
. ;"..
.
..
Senora Delgado, who runs the Madrid dairy shop, appeared m front of me
Here then we~e some suspects, hls.hlgh-ltf~ companions, b~t t~enanyone
dancing up and down on the wet cobblestones. Please, I must hurry to her, who had a motive could have done It. Surely the landlady didn t haye the
mother's. It was before 9, you understand. A most terrible crime. I sent her
physical strength, but what about her son, the "mechanic. What about Dona
home and continued to the station. An Indian boy brought over the foreign
Elena and La India? You're curious that! call awoman of that class ",Dona"?
newspapers my brother-in-law sends me a day late. You see, .I didn't think it . She no longer follows that profession, is retired now, hut when she did have a
was anything serious. When I got to the dairy shop, there were about a"dozen
house it was the cleanest and most respectable in town. Not a place to spit on
people from the block standing at the mouth of an alley, some women,
the floor. She herself is very dignified, of almost pure Spanish blood. No
children, a mechanic, a waiter. A woman explained that the Senora had
longer young, butas striking a woman as you'll ever see. Clear white skin, a
locked her "doorand said she'd never let them bring him inside, and she was so', _mass of silky brown hair, frank green eyes that appraise you at once and see
sorry for me and for Eulalia. I didn't understand. She pointed into the alley,
everything about you, all your faults and the weaknesses you are concealing
'and th~re in the gutter running down the middle of the ..alley I saw two
ineptly. Dresses with a certain-severe elegance but not in such a way you don't
absurdly white feet with hairy. ankles and a body lying under two wet rice
appreciate her full breasts, slim waist, her long legs. She could equally welltell
sacks.
.
.
off drunks or charm the dictator when he visited, could manage men. And
This then was tne body of Maxmiliano Adolfo Berlinguete, my daughter's
before I went to visit the house in the Calle Obregon, I received a note from
husband. The Senora, who had been watching for me, rushed out then,
her that she had fired La India. She bad caught two cleaning women on the
stuffed with exclamations and speculations, but it was drizzling rain again
fourth floor discussing how to sell something without getting caught, that they
and I took her arm, we went inside and locked the door after us. She made me could give it to one of the men the next time he went across the mountains.
some coffee with rum and brought out some fresh pastries. I thought about
She had taken a gold signet ring from them, that they said they "found "
the last time I had talked,to Max, in this bar, at that table behind you. When I
under the bed of La India. Thenext day, it was all clear to me. The man I had
arrived he had a pile of brandy saucers stacked, up and a trayful. of cigarette" sent to locate La India in the part· of town where her relatives lived reported,
butts and a pair of bloodshot eyes. You have to understand what his character
that she was in hiding. I decided that for some reason, for some passion, she
was, he drank too much and was.young then, and too sensitive about almost
had lured Max to her one night, gotten him dnink, and killed him. You can
everything. He thought the world was cheap; resented morning hangovers.
never understand Indians. Wait a moment, I'll get another drink.
.
Tall, thin, but strong; Straight brown hair, dark brown eyes. Good family but
Alright, where was I? Yes, this was at the end of August and the first week
he left town at 18 to try to become"a nightclub singer in the capital. This place
in September was the ~ay of our national Independence, a big fiesta all day
wasn't go.ode~ough,. you kn.ow.For. a while ~e family got postc~rds that he
and. all ~ight A headache fo~ me because there was always a lot of drunken
was working hiSway m, playmg mUSIC,arrangIng acts, fin.a~lygettIng onstage.
Ind!ans m fro~ th~ countryside. But otherwise~.a pleasant day. The people's
BU~then he ·came back h~~. Too many other good-lookmg boys fr~m the
eXCltemet;ttbutlds all day long. B! evening it flowed invisibly throu~h the
~ountry had the same a~blti~n and ~he same lack of talent. No money In that
str~~ts, ~th the crowds and the nOISe.I was in an excellent mood by evening.
hfe, anyway. We gave.him a job here as toW? secretary a?d town clerk. A~d
A ltttle bit of drinking helps my shortness of breath, and my touch of arthritis.
my daughter fell for him, she made up her ?Imd and not~mg could cha~ge It. There was a fine banquet followed by speeches and poetry. A large crowd, and
. Who wasI, only her father. And they roamed,. but no chtldren came of ~t. He ev~n ma?y of th~.I~dians w~o don't understand Spanish, watched the whole
cheated a lot, and he drank. too much. ~erhaps he was bored With a thIn~ qUIetly,dnnkIng steadtly. I went home and had a nap. Washed, shaved
respectable woman. The last time I saw him he was very drunk,. and he and In my best uniform I decided to take Eulalia out for a stroll Afterwards
seemed angry ~nd. frightened. at once, quite out ?f control and irrational.
we woul? go to the party at the hotel restaurant'to watch the Indi~n parade.
~hen I asked him If he was ~omg to thro!' up, he said no, and ~en yes..I told
Eulalta finally finished dressing. This .was one of the first times she would
him to get up a~d he wouldn t. I .h~lped him to stand and took him outside on cO';lsentto aJ?pear in public :--fterMax was killed. We all insisted she go. She
the platform ~here you were waiting. We walked up and ~ack, up and b~k,
objected to It She also objected to sitting with Dona Elena to watch the
slowly. Cold atr helps. My sho~ess of breath 'Yas bo~enng .me. ~drove h~m parade. I admired her, and as always, waited for her to finish and ignored' her
home and the last time I saw him a servant, typICalIndian, Wide-hipped, Wide nonsense. She was wearing a new floor-length black silk and her m ther's
shoul.ders~as pushing him u~ a flight of backstairs, her black hair-braid
favorite emerald brooch and the gold-earrings with ema:ald pendan~ (they
waggIng Withthe effort.
.
.
..
"
.
cost me a fortune years ago). I was pleased to see her so animated, so happy.
I was at a !oss where to begtn my Investigation but:t s~emed necessary to She had chosen !o dress well.. Even a woman in her 30's, not beautiful but
run down logtcal suspects. Yes, .he.was smother~, tha! s nght, thrown from a from a good famtly...she still could remarry. If she wanted to. If I could find
car. No clothes, no wallet. MISSIng a gold signet nng. I, went to see the
someone good enough. She took my arm and we walk d t th . I
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landlady was a shrivelled up woman,. tiny. About SO. You know the, type, are. I let Eulalia lead me in and out of the small bri' h~ e[.~ he s ~s s~:
.dressed in black, white hairs on her chin and thin, wispy hair drawn back into. with flags and bunting.'
g y I sops, ecora
a bun. Piercing, distrustful eyes, trembling with nerves, like a small bat about . 'After we had looked at dresses and at shoes and she wanted to 0 into a
to flyaway. She had put on her best black, no doubt. she had been to the bank
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There was no family, I knew that. Didn't I? Oh..., yes, she would show the torches in holders on the old cast-iron stre~t
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THE CIRCLE-5

~ey w~re'worki~g along the left sid;: gradually coming towards me' up the . women spinning and soaring together in swaying lines, their big petticoats
right side, wheeling along a l~rge 'drum of kerosene. Finally, they settwo
edged with bright reds, yellows, greens, dtessesflying in the air and faces
circles of torches ~~the w~terslde of the two old fountains. The stage in front
sweaty and exalted as they danced up on stage until the men had dragged the
of the ho!el was bnghtly Itt ,already, and I could see people standing on the. crudely carved Christ to the center and then, as quickly as they came, they
second story balcony of the restaurant. I. couldn't make out any faces, but I
shouted and poured down off the front of the stage and swept out of sight
saw a flash fro.m a blue dress and someone seemed to wave. I knew everyone around the corner leaving the torch-lit plaza empty again. At that moment
there. !t was tl~e we were there ourselves. Eulalia came out then. She had
Eulalia hissed in my ear that one of Dona Elena's women was on the stage and
been given a parr of gloves that she had admired; the woman insisted, so what
she wouldn't listen. She ran from the room. I looked down and yes, there she
could she do.
_
was, alone. La India, dressed in 'a red dress with black ruffles, raising her right
We walked ~long the arcade on the right side, passing the new tourlststores
fist and screaming an obscenity. She was very thin and young, about 17, and
and many Indian stands of rugs and serapes ..A woman hurried forward and
not only tall for an Indian but she wore her hair not braided but loose on her
bowedto me. She draped Eulalia's shoulders with a long, well-woven shawl of
shoulders in a cascade that flew behind her as she screamed, as her black eyes
pure white wool. I could see that Eulalia liked it, and I bought it for half what
flashed, as sweat beaded her brown skin and her narrow chest heaved. She
the woman asked. She bowed, and blessed me. As we approached the cheaper
was insane. We, the rich ones, the chiefs, over-dressed and under-sexed, we
restaurants a~d bars that unfortunately cluster near the hotel on the right,
were the criminals, stinking bitches and stinking goats, we were the murderers
crowds of Indians were huddled around big steaming tin tubs of hot water
who killed her lover. She then screamed some Insanity-about how he was going
buying corn on sticks. They would take an ear of corn and sprinkle it with to expose some sort of smuggling operation, a ridiculous fantasy. She just
powdered cheese and fling fiercely hot ground peppers on top. I. thought it
stood there, screaming and screaming and that voice rang in my ears as I
better to cross the street, walk along the broad torch-lit walks in a large
pushed my way through the tables. But before I got down the second flight of
rectangle around the fountains and flower-beds of the plaza. Here, the better
stairs I fell and had some kind of attack. I couldn't breathe.
sortof people took their evening walks. Now, it was beginning to empty as the
Don Emilio tells me that La India was silenced by a faceful of ground chile
time for the parade neared and people went to get seats under the arcades;" peppers thrown. by an unidentified woman who was concealed by a white
alongthe street, or watch from the windows.
shawl. La India, choking and moaning, threw herself off the stage at the
At our party, Don Onofrio, red-faced, hugged me and asked
woman but was caught and held by an Indian. She let herself
me who the lovely .young woman with me was. Eulalia
go limp to the ground and as he reached to pull her up she slit
squirmed at his flattery, I could tell she felt in inappropriate.
open his entire forearm with a knife and still choking, ran into
But Dona Barbara, the mayor's wife, went off with her. I
the alley that goes beyond the church. The wounded man and
joined Dona Elena, who looked tired, but handed me a glass
another man,apparently under orders from someone, pursued
of champagne and asked how Eulalia was bearing up. When
her and caught her in the alley, where they disarmed her and
Dona Barbara brought Eulalia back she sat down stiffly by
dragged her back to the plaza by her legs, so that her head.
DonOnofrio's chair and wouldn't take to us. She frowned, she
beat upon the cobblestones add the filth. The Indians
had put on too much powder. It was a relief to me when Don
defecated in that alley. I was able to take the prisoner to the
Onofriobegan to hold forth on his favorite topic, the insane
jail, but we were followed by an ever larger crowd of drunken
taxes levied on us by the central government. Don Emilio
Indians. We locked ourselves in, but they turned our cars over
concurred. He would be a pauper if his' clients didn't start
and set them afire. I called in the Civil Guard, of course, but
payinghim. The Indians, he said, couldn't evey pay in kind to
even so,no. sooner had I arrived home, in the early hours ofthe
gettheir men out of jail. .
.
next mornmg, then there was a knock at t?e door: I opened
DonEmilio began his usual anti-Indian tirade, with which I
the peephold. There was Dona Elena ~lth ~ nile and a
don'tagree Yes they can be stubborn stupid and violent but
number of Indian servants. She was shaking Wlth anger. The
th hoi th;y know their place. Where would we be, after'
Indians had broken into the house on the Calle O~regon, had
on without
ewe, someone to d 0 t h e. gar b age-carrying,
.
the str eet looted
all
. fievery room, had poured kerosene on the staircases and
'
h S
. d .
set It a Ire
work, all of the heavy .manual work that t e pa~l1ar s. I.n.
Do you ~ind if I smoke a cigar? You smoke also, good. Yes,

~:.:~r:~it~O~n~':.'l,":n
~"m~r:e;a;;:e;e:=l~':.~~
:e:ereat~::'~: ~.:':: e:"~~a:'~0':fo~t;~tn[~t~nc:,~a~n;ft~
G::;on:asI;:,al~
ourselves.I could n?! coax EulaIta to tfe a ~~ of cl~am~ar~as a way ofdrank. But Don Emilio could. They get a ong a
y we. ' an - eden
putting everyone at ease, making them ~ust .hi~. ~peclall~ w~~~~, ::t ae~ig
chi~dren.The on~y~ay I know w~en he s lyt?g)s ,ecause e. alue when he
white handkerchief and mops his forehead. That s the only c,
.
sweats. ..
. '.
.,
.
The Indian parade, g~i~g ba~k. before the c~nquest tOnatop~~~
gradually became a Christian holiday when pnes~c~e~a crucified that the
parade and the Indians carved an enormous statue 0
rist bef
th·
the
strongest men drag and hoist along as th~ womenhda~ce. tO~~ :nThat
musicians running ahead, spectators followmg and ~ :tmg m 0 ~a parade
night we heard first the tr~mpets and the dru mthsa~ . ;n ~~sm~sic~ans the
d e ore es,
poured into the plaza commg towards us un er
,

imp~g~ing the profession, but we were all so upset. Eulalia had fainted in the
owder room. and heard or saw nothing directly, but still developed a nervous
~onditi~n so that she refused to leave her room for months. I had to hire a
nurse. Dona' Elena came through' the ordeal rather. ~etter, and was. able .to
testify on the behalf of La India in helping Don Emilio make out. an. insanity
defense La India was sent to an asylum on the coast and I am told she huddled
in a co~ner of her cell, sometimes singing in dialect, never ~oving, never
speaking, dirtying herself. The excitement died down slowly. QUite unreasonable I think Eulalia blames Dona Elena for the death of Max, or at least that
hou~e in the Calle Obregon. In her resentment, for instance, she still refuses to
accompany me when we all get together to play cards with Dona Elena on
Saturday nights:
.

l:f:~

I could say a million things .
none of which I know is true
only now
'
hereIfeellove
foryou.

Poems'
..~~

Music drifting softly to my ear
as though heard through many halls
slowly emerges into consciousn.ess
bringing together
. .
thoughts of beauty and you.
The gentle gracefulness of a sound
enabling visions of far off dreams
come true
leaves me but to wonder how
while knowing
the sound is you.

empty pages screaming out at me
waiting for words
.
never enough

.. !

only questions
crazy torment
can this poet ever be

James Scott

we
walking in the woods
amidst quiet and beauty
whilei
-.
speaking only carejillly guarded w~rds
time comes when i take your hand
and the emptiness of my words
is betrayed by feeling
,
and the caring in your touch
now
amidst stillness
and therejlections of my soul
i stand in awe the future
are there stars that glow
for us

n
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The Swineherd and the
Sea Monster

'7

Kerry Drohan
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The waiter at Smythes brought the wine.
"To the world's most delicious virgin:'
"Cheers. You flatter me. Do you think it will get you
anywhere?"
"It hasn't worked for anybody yet:'
"We were too busy emigrating. You can blame the.
Russians. But, you must be like a stallion. Don't tell me your
plans. Don't even give me a hint:'
.
"To the world's most virulent virgin. I've known you now
for two weeks and already you've insulted me more than any
woman in my life:'
"Sorry, it just seems.so natural. But, according to D.H.
Lawrence, this means I'm in love with you:'
.
"You and your D.H. Lawrence. Be strong! Be a man! Take
me! Just don't alarm me too much!"
"But he says sex is just an adjunct, anyway. What's
important is for some mysterious sympathy to flow between
us. God, I'm starting to talk like you:'
..
"Good. He's full of shit. Do you know the most sexual thing
I've ever seen? One of those photographs of Hemingway where
he's just killed a goddam antelope or something. There he is:
mustachioed, barrel-chested;
omnipotent; holding up the
head and antlers of his trophy. That's' sexual. Lawrence
missed the boat somewhere. According to him, theperfect
man would never masturbate, beat his wife regularly, and look
like a horse.
"Listen-stop it or you'll start/making sense. Do you want to
learn some more Czech?"
"Yes. How do you say, 'You foxy little gypsy! I want to'
consume you with a kiss of fire! I want to run my fingers
across your lightly-powdered parts! I want to bite off your
clitoris and watch 'while you grow another! Kiss me, you
{ooll'"
,
.
A vendor came up selling roses.
"Gimme a goddam white one."
II
Smythe's again. A week later. More wine.
"There's a lesson to be learned here - give a young girl her
first orgasm and she's yours forever. Say that again:'
"Nope. Your ego doesn't need it:' .
"First one at the age of 21. What were you doing all those
years?" I
"But, wait; I told you. We were too busy emigrating:'
"Right, Goddam Russians delayed your puberty. But
what's next? When do we do away with your membrane?
When do I get reciprocal benefits?"
"What do you mean?"
"Never mind. Here's to blueballs,"
"What?"
,
"Forget it. Do you know what I like about your body? The.
flaws. The hairs, on your nipples. Your appendectomy scar.
The little bumps on your ass:'
"Be careful, you.....You're the strangest person I've ever
. met:'
.
That's not surprising. I'm the strangest person I've ever
met, and I've seen some strange ones:'
The vendor approached with the roses.
"I'll tak~ a pinkone,'
III
Smythe's. Wine.
"I showed my mother and father the rose."
"Ahh, I thought they were "looking at me funny. Your
awfullyyoung for 21. Especially to them."
"Well, your awfully old for 22."
"What do you want me to do? Start singing 'My Way'?
What did your father say?"
"He asked ifthere were other colors from the man:'
"Ah."

"So I told him about the white one, too.'.'
"And he said?"
"He didn't say anything. He just looked at me and smiled.
,.' He likes you a lot."
"What about your mother?"
"She looked at me the way he did. Then she kissed me on
the lips."
r

Theater.

The uInnocentParty"
Not So Innocent
Michaeleen O'Neil is the grasping self-degrading wife begging to be, ridiculed-or
Truly experimental, reaching back intothe saved We hate her for making us feel so
roots of time, primordial sources of myth; ' disgusted by her poverty and ill health and
movement, meaning: the Washington Thea- age, .at the same. time denying any of those
tre Laboratory creates an impressive experi- things in ourselves. Karen Jane. Allen plays
ence in The Innocent Party by John Hawkes. the young adolescent daughter Phoebe plans
Haunting portrayal of decay in a tropical to take away-by the end, Jane is looking
setting-abandoned
motel, abandoned peo- after Phoebe. Who is really in control when
pIe-saying the truest things to each other at dynamics shift constantly and reality is
a family reunion, in touch with their worst elusive?
feelings about each other. The stripping away
Washington Theatre Laboratory's artistic
of protective masks and layers is painful, director is Anthony Abeson, who trained with
squalid and excruciatingly sensual. The Peter Brook, Jerzy Grotowski of the Polish
audience cannot remain detached: set on Theatre Laboratory, and the Actors' Studio
benches lining the smallroom, we are part of in New York. The ensemble has performed
the play" stripping illusion down to bare only 3 times since -its formation in 1973,
bones and ugliness.
preferring to perfect a piece organically from
The ensemble is exceptionally talented. within however long that takes. This group
Director Robert Bailey also performs as represents a high degree of artistic integrity,
Edward, one of life's total flops, who personal evolution and involvement,' and
-manages to exist in his own world of beautiful
insistence on audience involvement.:
. mollusks, the mere shells all that's left for
Washington Theatre Lab is also known for"
Edward. One of the outstanding parts of the' the" best acting classes/workshops in town, "
play was Bailey's eerie ritual invocation of the striving for the deepest feelings possible, in
Murex, as he. offe~s the shells to his human experience and recapturing the power
mysterious sleeprng sister Phoebe, played by _ of "primitive" celebration of basic life.
Caroline Abady. Her commanding presence
See The Innocent Party at 726 HthSt.
floods the small theatre asher larger-thanNW, through Dec. 17th. Call 347-9415 for'
life tales of travel and glamour and gluttony reservations. This winter the group will also
.engulf the failures/groveling/greed of the revive its Lady of Larkspur Lotion by
others.
Tennessee Williams.
Catherine Tinker
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<Within
Do I stay and accept the warmth
and love.I.see? .
Dol risk the injury and pain
this Lady may bring me?
How can I hide safely, as a recluse.
in my garments of blue.
,When the Lady in Yellow bursts
, .. forth, sparkling and new.
I must stay and chance my heart
which 1may lose.
This is the decision of my soul
the decision which I choose.
Now the Lady in Yellow has a
hold steadfast and new.
Gone forever. I pray, is the
lonel, Lady in Blue.

There is a mysterious Lady which
dwells within me.
,.
' As much as I fear and dread
her, I cannot flee.
She peeks out from my deepest
recesses,
She comes forth when all the
hustle ceases.
This is a Lady clothed in myfear
and loneliness.
Her starkness li~esand thrives on .
my emptiness.
. She is the Lady clothed in Blue.
Nut this Lady within me has
. found a rival.
A Lady embellished in love, in .
brilliant Yellow.
Now when I'm alone, the two
are continuously clashing.
They,war on and on, till my brain
is thrashing.

,,'Cin4y ~chwanrlSher

c£E.ff- Co mpE.tE.nt
A world within

"My God, I love it. I love.them .... I love you."
"I love you, too. Miluju te.'
"
"Are you staying with me tonight?"
The vendor appeared.
"A red one please."

I

mySelf
is all that!
can stand because
. I can write the . "

lines and give
the applause and
shine without the
tam ish of
competition.

Nancy P.

DavidGiamporcaro

"~arrie" is noteworthy not so much because of the film's hi' h fri ht
quotient, but because of outstanding performances' b
gtl
g
. d b
f di
Y a pre domi
omman y young
cast,;in
ecause 0 .irector Brian DePalma's masterful
bilit t
variety of moods through the film medium.
",
a I y 0 convey a

carry out their terrible revenge on the aerialist and her lover .
. Browning's freaks-a
coiIection of dwarfs, mongoloids, siamese twins, and
disformed p~rsons-are.
not pres~nted as figures of horror. Rather they are
shown as quite human mdeed: with the same sensibilities and feelings that
o!he! humans. posse~s. Browning shows the freaks raising families, .loving,
playing, laughing. Histreatment.of these unfortunates is sympathetic.
The true ~reaks of th~ film a,re the aerialist and' the strongman,. people
stunted not m form, but in emotion. The wickedness of these two characters
makes them less than human. Browning's point is made graphically when we
are shown the st~te of sub-humanity to which the once beautiful aerialist is
reduced as a consequence of the freak's revenge.
..
Brow~ing's themes of societal scorn and fear of that which is 'abnormal
along With the lesson that evil originates from the soul, are familiar ones in the
ho~~or genre. rh~~e,~hemes have been raised to classic heights in workssuch
as Frankenstein
, The Hunchback of Notre Dame" and "The Phantom of
the Opera". In cOJ:npanywith the~e films, "Freaks': raises the disturbing
thought that the misshapen and misbegotten are capable of greater nobility
than many of the rest of us.
.
•

Sissy ~pacek as Ca~e and Piper Laurie as her fan~tical mother must surel
be considered as
candidates. .for Best Actress and B es t Supporting
. Y
ti leading
I
A cress
t
respec
ve
y
on
the
.b.
a
sts
of
theirroles
her
Will"
K
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.
e.
lam
att ,s
pe ormance.as T ommy R oss ISdelightfully natural..
. .
DePalma IS an outstanding scene craftsman, and in "Calne" he often
outdoes the marvelous workmanship inhis 1974 release. "Th Ph t
fth
ean
om o· e
Para.diise'." D e PI'a ma s scenes excellently convey their dominant
m od
d
emctions. The prom scenes in "Carrie"
a~ among _the most 0effective
scenes of any film of .re~ent date. They are vibrant with excitement, and the
seque~ces be~een Came a~d Tommy Ross, her escort, splendidle
ress the
couple s emotions and happiness,
. y xp
,
Th.e fi~m is not entirely satisfactory, however, due mostly to certain plot
deficI.e~cles; and bec~use DePalma belabors the connection between religious
fanaticism and the evilness to which it leads.
...
.
Bert.rand Tavernier's "Clo~kmaker",
which played for a disappointingly
Carrie is a reclusive high school senior who is ostracized and ridiculed by
h~r classmates and tormented by her depraved mother. She is not totall . short time at !he Key Theatre m Georgetown; is thematically ambiguous, and
can be examme~ on t~ree planes: ~Qral, political, and familial. The plot
~lthout defenses, for s?e has telekinetic' abilities. After an assault by the girl~
In h~r gym class, she IS befriended
by the gym teacher who tries to defend concerns a father s corning to terms With the fact that his son has murdered a
factory foreman.
:
Carne ~nd persuade her t<:)becomemore outgoing. Carrie's fortunes improve
The le~st convincing plane is the moral one. The moral question posed is
dramatically when Tommy Ross, the most popular boy in the school.rasks her
wh~ther the father's 'eventual support for his son is reflective of Western
to t?e prom. Afraid of being tricked, . she finally gives in to Tommy's'
society's loss of moral values. The act of murder is condoned or condemned
persistence and .agree~ to .attend. And there, :at the height of her ,happiness
according to th~ social utility of the crime, that is, whether the victim was
~nd ~lory,. she IS subJectec:I to the most debased humiliation that twisted
somehow
dese~mg of de~th.~he
facility with which Philippe Noiret, who
Juvende ~lDds could concoct. The result is a paroxysm of revenge on Carrie's
plays
the
father,
mouths
hiS
son
s
stated
reasons for killing the foreman ("The
part agamst her tormentors.
.
man
was
a
pig")
lends
some
support
to
this view, but this is a small peg on
One grasps futilely for hope and kindness in this film which examines
which
to
hang
the
film's
thematic
substance.'
,
. .
h~man depravity and meanness so closely the experience is painful. DePalma
~n
.the.
political
lev~l
the
film.
suggests
that
Noriet
undergoes
a
falls to develop certain characters and situations adequately, and the result is"
radlcahzation process which enables him to embrace his son's cause. There is
a confusion as to motivations. The motiv~tions of Sue (Amy Irving), one of
considerable support for such a view of the film's theme. In keeping with. the
Carrie's classmates, in convincing Tommy to take Carrie to the prom, remain
overheated political climate of many Western European nations, the murder
unclear, and her motives are among the most critical in understanding
the
of the foreman is depicted as an act of leftist vioU:nce. There is even a minor
film. In Stephen King's novel, on which the filmis based, Sue acts out of
rightist retaliatory action directed at the clockmaker's shop. The walls of the
compassion for Carrie,. If DePalma. is trying to indicate the same ,purpose,
son's room are papered with the standard slogans of the '60's-"Off
the
Carrie's revenge on Sue seems particularly cruel.
",
.Pigs", and "such. Noiret's closest friend is an excitable Communist, to whom
The only unambiguous kindness shown Carrie in the film is on. the part of
he turns after sentence is pronounced 'on his son and finds solace in the other's
the gymteacher. One wishes for a different resolution with respect to her. A
, rhetoric of repression in a capitalist society.
.
scene which has the teacher escaping the holocaust at the prom for
later
But the political tones. Of the film are consistently undercut.' The police
meeting with Carrie in which she is spared Carrie's wrath would demonstrate
commissioner comments that more subversive materials are to be found in his
that even in her despair Carrie' retains an' understanding
for what little
own son's bedroom than are found in the murderer's room. The Communist
goodness has been shown her. Such a scene would provide a small but needed
friend often remarks that neither Noiret nor his son "know anything of
glimmer of human warmth as the film nears its conclusion.
politics". The son eventually rejects all political motivations in his intervie)V
If one follows the film closely, 'DePalma provides adequate forewarning of
with defe~se counsel.
'
"
. future events. But not for the last scene. Enjoy it. .
."
It is the human plane which Tavernier chooses to emphasize most strongly.
,;The c10ckmaker has raised his sOn since childhood, following the divorce and
subsequent death of his wife. The crime forces him to confrontth~:distances
'which have come between' himself and his son over the years. The father's
. .:
, _ '. ,
.
memories ciftheboy's childhood as being close and familial are shattered by
Tod Browning's "Freaks" has had a controversial history. Banned for many . the realization of how little of the boy's life he shared or understood.even then.
ears because of its subject matter, it was. not unti,l a few yeats ago that the - The distances have grown so great that the father is completelyunaw are of the
tIm began to be shown commercially again.
'.:" ..'
_ .
emotional tensions which 'precipitate hiS' son's act. His,rallying to his son's
Tod Browning established himself as a director during the silent era. He
support is expressive of an effort to rekindle the relationship- between father
as the first to introduce Lon. Chaney to the screen, and they collaborated on'
and son which has been lost between them.
uch early classics as "The Unholy Three" and "London After Midnight".
While it can be argued that Tavernier does not intend that the' father's
'Freaks"'was released in 1932 during a period when movies w~re making the
conduct represent an abrogation of moral conscience on his part, nor that it
ransition between the silent ~ra 'and the use of sound. It is not arransition
be seen to be motivated out of a radical political conversion, even the
.hich Browning makes easily. "Freaks" bears many ofthe chara,cteristics of a . alternative
.human
theme
displays
an· '"occasional
inconsistency
of
tlent film; exaggerated acting, and the use of the camera as th~ mstrument of
development, albeit rather subtle,. In what should be avery personal scene in
lot development rather than using the actors, through the dialogue, as thewhich NoiJ;et isinfonnedthat
his son is wanted for murder, Tavernier uses a
torytellers. The film's prot suffers as a re~ult .. Not suryri.sing~y,. given the . long 'range camera shot which immediately depersonalizesthe
scene and '
tI?,I's unfamiliarity with the spund mediutn, the dialogue I~ sl~phstIC.
.. . prevents an empathetic response by the audience.
-,'
.
. Freaks" is the story of a midget's ill-fated love ~ffalr With a beautiful
. One can also question the wisdom of the father's course of action. By
lrcus trapeze artist .. Intent at first on .~erely makm~ a m~ckery of t~e
allowing t~e son to pe,rsist in .treating his crime 'as a matter of principle beyond .
tuation, she later decides to marry the midget upon d!scovermg that he IS comproml~e, the boy s best mterests, ~om a legal standpoint, are damaged.
ealthy, and then conspires with her real lover, the clrcu,s strongman, to
The result ISa twenty year sentence. This seems a particularly self-destructive
u~der the midget. At the su~sequent weddi~g feast, she ~etrays}er
tr'!.e
way of reestablishing relations between two people.
ehngs of revulsion for the midget and the circus commumty of· freaks ;."TheClockmaker"
is a tightly directed and scripted film, and Noiret
umiliated, and quickly discovering the woman's true i~tent !oward her new . displays a marvelous expressive versatality in· his acting; It is above all a
sband, the mutant's take action. On a stormy and ramy mght, the freaks,
complex film, and poses some interesting intellectual ~nd critical challenges.

"The Clockmaker' ,
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grey tipped hair he
navy suits her
as we: edge over Kansas
i would liberate her
ififelt shewanted
more than conversation so
i sketch her profile
against the bright blue wind
as she tilts back her head
.. the Platte disappears from view
and the stewardess deals out the drinks

e me

she is like the morning to me
reddened leaf glistening wet in the grass
and if she would not walk past me
andif she were a moment's mine
i would love every long strand of her hair'
every light ever reflected in her eyes
every night she ever:paused beneath the star.
and herself wished or wondered when
such love would cares~ her yearning lips
ah that we might share our dream in autumn

aL't

what luck he has
not only did he close the.
deal but flying home
nextly to him the pretty girl
smiles and responds
to his coijfured c;..onversation

each leaf falling
twirling-dancing with the breeze
supple colors blending
each into another
the shapes jagged or curved
sharpen my eyes 'autumn,
how you arouse my passions
- longing for soft woman
sure in her touch
{and how i touch her
my fingertips, tongue, eyes, laugh and li
lingering upon each curven smooth
breast heaving beneath me beside me ab
smoothen legs entwine and between
i trace her length wit4 '!'ine '

•

",the

.'
he beer
that makes these po
is adollarfifty a pitc
the peanuts free
and the women
that somehow
i never talk to
are beautiful
the conversation aero
crackles
like the peanut shells
beneath my feet

he buys her pleasure
"bloody mary" perhaps
screaming virgin in a glass
or maybe rum and coke
but alas only coke .
[she must be saving her pleasure
maybefor Chicago
, before she tires of him
actually she prefers him
ore anyway than the
ansasflatlands snowcovered
ough still his age and
ranger he is feels she strange

"
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